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Background to Breaking News

Each of the 20 units in Breaking News covers one typical area of the news: weather, 
sports, gossip, finance, trade, arrests, environment, etc. There are several news stories 
in the unit and although each story is based on typical current affairs, please note that 
these stories are not based on actual events and the information (names, dates, events, 
times, prices, etc.) is not intended to be accurate.

How to use Breaking News

•	Key	Vocabulary: 10 important words or phrases are listed at the beginning 
of each unit. It is recommended that students study these words before they 
listen. This could be done for homework or before playing the CD. Students 
should use a dictionary to check the meaning of any unfamiliar words. They 
should also practice pronouncing these new words so that they will recognize 
them more easily when you hear them on the CD.

•	First	Challenge: In this section students listen to three or four short stories 
that introduce the news topic of the unit. Exercises include “Fill in the 
missing words” and “Match the sentences.”

•	Second	Challenge: The key vocabulary is recycled here in three to four news 
stories. Exercises include “Match the sentences,” “True or false,” “Complete 
the table.”

•	Third	Challenge: This section uses either short news reports or 
conversations to expand the news topic and to recycle the key vocabulary. 
Exercises include “Fill in the missing words,” “True or false,” “Complete the 
tables,” “Complete the graphs.”

Perforated Pages
The pages in the student’s textbooks are perforated. You may ask students to rip 
these pages out and hand them in to you. You may use these answer sheets to:

 1) record which students attended the class;
 2) grade students for each class (grades may be used for mid- and end-of-

course assessment);
 3) encourage students to arrive on time. Latecomers miss the listening and do 

not receive a grade for that lesson.

Answers
The answers to all the exercises are given in this teacher’s manual.

Grading
Suggestions are given on how to grade each section of each unit. These are 
guidelines only and you may decide to allocate points in a different way.
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Order of Units
The 20 units may be used in any order. The units are designed to be at the same 
level of difficulty.

Use as a Supplementary Text
Breaking News may be used as a supplementary listening course to accompany 
another textbook. Each unit may be used:

 1) at the beginning of the lesson as an introduction to the English class;
 2) at the end of the class as an enjoyable way to finish the lesson;
 3) in the middle of a long class as a stimulating change from other activities.

Unit 1

 RECORDS 

World’s Biggest Hot Dog
Before you begin

Check the Key Vocabulary. If possible, ask students to look at these words at home 
before they come to class. As a warm-up exercise, you may choose to read these 
words aloud as a dictation test. Students listen and write the words down.

Scoring
First	Challenge: 10 points: 1 point for each correct answer, or half a point for 
a correct word that is spelled incorrectly.
Second	Challenge: 40 points: 3 points for each piece of information in the 
table (3 x 13 = 39) plus 1 bonus point for all correct.
Third	Challenge: 20 points: 3 points for each correct answer (3 x 6 = 18) plus 
2 bonus points for all correct.
Total: 70 points

1 First Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Fill in the missing words.

 1. A Kenyan runner, Martin Chenalota [won] the Berlin Marathon in a world 
record time of 2 hours 3 minutes and 41 seconds. He [broke] the old record 
by [18] seconds.

 2. A Belgian [woman] has broken the world record for a solo [canoe] trip 
along the African coast. She paddled around Africa in [438] days.

 3. Olympic [champion] Kosuke Kitajima [set] a world record in the men’s 
200-meter breaststroke race. Wearing a special [swimsuit], Kitajima 
[finished] in 2 minutes 7.51 seconds.

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the three news stories about art. Complete the table.

Story	1
Pablo Picasso’s Crying Woman was sold in London last night. The painting, one 
of the artist’s masterpieces, was bought by an American collector. The American 
collector paid £28.5 million for the painting. £28.5 million is a record for an oil 
painting.
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Story	2
A famous Henry Moore sculpture went on sale in Paris today. The work was 
made in 1936 and is called Resting Woman. Experts say this is one of the greatest 
sculptures made by anyone in the last 100 years. A Dutch businessman paid over 
35.4 million euros for the stone sculpture. 35.4 million euros is a world record 
for work by Henry Moore.

Story	3
An Indian museum has paid $14.3 million for a small metal statue. The statue 
is of the Hindu goddess called Kali. The metal statue of the goddess will travel 
to the national museum in New Delhi next week. No one knows who made the 
statue, but it is several hundred years old. $14.3 million is a record for a work 
of Hindu art.

 Answers

STORY 1 STORY 2 STORY 3

artist Pablo Picasso [Henry] Moore unknown

type	of	art	work [oil] painting [stone] sculpture [metal] statue

sold	for £[28.5] million €[35.4] million $[14.3] million

sold	to American 
[collector]

Dutch 
[businessman]

Indian [museum]

picture (B) (A) (C)

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the three conversations. Answer the questions.

Conversation	1
	 A: Hey, check out this story. A young guy solved the 4 x 4 x 4 Rubik’s Cube in 

43.19 seconds.
	 B: Wow, that’s less time than I need to make a peanut butter and jelly 

sandwich!
	 A: Yeah, apparently, 43.19 seconds is a new world record. He broke the old 

world record by half a second!
	 B: Hmm, my record for the Rubik’s Cube is two days!

Conversation	2
	 A: Here’s a good story. [reading] Robert Smit of South Africa wants to enter 

the Guinness Book of World Records.
	 B: Oh, yeah? What’s he going to do?
	 A: He’s going to live in a room with poisonous snakes—for 110 days.
	 B: What a crazy thing to do! What is the world record at the moment?

	 A: Uh, let me see . . . [reading] An Indian guy lived for 69 days in a room with 
250 poisonous snakes.

Conversation	3
	 A: Did you see the news on TV? They made the world’s longest hot dog in 

Frankfurt, Germany.
	 B: You must be joking. Why did they do it?
	 A: They wanted to set a new world record. The old record was 60 meters. The 

new record-breaking hot dog was 170 meters long!
	 B: A hundred and seventy meters long! Hmm, that’s a big hot dog! I wonder 

who ate it!

 Answers
Conversation	1: 1. a)   2. a)
Conversation	2: 1. c)   2. b)
Conversation	3: 1. a)   2. c)
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Unit 2

 FINANCE 

Ups and Downs
Before you begin

Check the Key Vocabulary. If possible, ask students to look at these words at home 
before they come to class. As a warm-up exercise, you may choose to read these 
words aloud as a dictation test. Students listen and write the words down.

Scoring
First	Challenge: 10 points: 1 point for each correct answer, or half a point for 
a correct word that is spelled incorrectly.
Second	Challenge: 20 points: 2 points for each piece of information in the 
table.
Third	Challenge: 30 points: 3 points for each piece of information in each 
graph (3 x 9 = 27) plus 1 bonus point for all correct in each graph (1 x 3 = 3).
Total: 60 points

1 First Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Fill in the missing words.

 1. The manufacturer Solaris is in trouble. Its new sunglasses have a [built-in] 
MP3 player. Unfortunately, [nobody] wants to buy the new sunglasses. 
[Stocks] in the company fell over [10] percent to 58.9.

 2. Tutu Motors of [India] is going to buy SunRay Cars Limited for $1.6 
billion. Following the news, stocks in the [British] car manufacturer SunRay 
rose from [41.7] to 54.1.

 3. The cost of milk and [cream] is climbing. This is a big [problem] for ice 
cream makers. Stocks in top manufacturers such as Tom & Jerry and 
Daylight-Robbings [dropped] this week.

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the report about the Australian dollar (A$). Complete the table.

	 A: And now let’s go to Mike with the financial news.
	 M: Thank you. Let’s find out how the Australian dollar is doing. The dollar 

fell in both Thailand and India today. In Bangkok, 1 Australian dollar is 
now 31.7 Thai baht. In India, the dollar started the day at 42.5 rupees but 
fell to 40.75 rupees. The Australian dollar is unchanged in Korea where 1 

dollar buys 976 won. The Australian dollar climbed in Vietnam and Japan. 
In Vietnam the dollar started the day at 15,772 dong but then rose to 15,782 
dong. Over in Tokyo, the dollar also did well. It climbed during the day and 
closed at 102.6 yen.

 Answers

country 1 Australian dollar =
change to A$: up (↑), 
down (↓), same (→)

Thailand [31.7] baht ↓
India 40.75 rupees ↓
Korea [976] won →
Vietnam [15,782] dong ↑
Japan [102.6] yen ↑

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the three financial reports. Write the numbers you hear and complete the 
graphs.

Report	1
Let’s have a look at Desire Perfumes by Fantasia. Last year, the singer Fantasia 
produced a range of perfumes and deodorants for women. The range hit the 
stores in August and stocks in the company sold for $105. But sales were poor. 
By September, stocks were at $102. They stayed at $102 through October. But 
then things got better—a famous movie actress said she liked the perfumes. Sales 
increased. In November stocks jumped to $109. And then Christmas was very 
good for Fantasia. Sales rocketed and stocks climbed to $121 in December.

Report	2
And now the financial report for Absolutely Gorgeous. This is a very famous 
fashion accessory company based in Paris, France. In 2005, Absolutely Gorgeous 
made a profit of 62 million euros. The next year in 2006, profits fell. Absolutely 
Gorgeous made 56 million euros. And then in 2007 profits fell again. In 2007, 
profits were down to 51 million euros. In 2008, a new president arrived. She made 
a lot of changes. Absolutely Gorgeous started selling only expensive jewelry. 
Profits rose in 2008 to 58 million euros. The following year, 2009, was a very 
good year for Absolutely Gorgeous. Profits rocketed to 69 million euros.

Report	3
BP, the huge multinational, is having a very bad week. The petroleum giant started 
the week well. On Monday, stocks were 41.4 pounds. Stocks climbed to 42.6 
pounds on Tuesday. However, stocks began to fall on Wednesday. Stocks were 
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down to 39.8 pounds at the end of Wednesday. On Thursday stocks fell again to 
36.9 pounds. stocks continued to fall on Friday. Stocks stood at 35.6 pounds at 
the end of week on Friday afternoon.

 Answers
Report	1

Fantasia (perfumes & deodorants)
105    A [102]    102    B [109]    C [121]

Report	2
Absolutely Gorgeous (fashion accessories & jewelry)
A [62]    56    B [51]    58    C [69]

Report	3
BP (multinational petroleum giant)
41.4    A [42.6]    B [ 39.8]    C [36.9]    35.6

Unit 3

 WEATHER 

Hot and Humid
Before you begin

Check the Key Vocabulary. If possible, ask students to look at these words at home 
before they come to class. As a warm-up exercise, you may choose to read these 
words aloud as a dictation test. Students listen and write the words down.

Scoring
First	Challenge: 10 points: 1 point for each correct answer, or half a point for 
a correct word that is spelled incorrectly.
Second	Challenge: 20 points: 2 points for each piece of information in the 
table.
Third	Challenge: 40 points: Part A, 2 points for each piece of information in 
the table (2 x 9 = 18) plus 2 bonus points for all correct. Part B, 2 points for 
each blank (2 x 10 = 20).
Total: 70 points

Speaking Practice / Conversation in Third Challenge
Students practice the conversation in pairs. Have them read the conversation 
while looking at the book. As they are doing this, write a few key words on the 
board. Ask them to close their books. Again in pairs, they try to recreate the 
conversation using the hints on the board. It may be useful to demonstrate this 
using two confident students.

1 First Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Fill in the missing words.

 1. Today will be very hot with the temperature around [33] degrees centigrade. 
However, it will be [cloudy] with [heavy] rain later this week.

 2. The hot, [humid] weather is continuing over eastern [Asia] with the 
temperature rising to [29] degrees centigrade in Shanghai, China.

 3. There have been severe [storms] across northern Europe and the 
temperature has [fallen] to minus [three] degrees centigrade in many 
[places].
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2 Second Challenge
Listen to the weather report. Complete the table.

Good morning, here is the weather report for Europe. After yesterday’s storms 
France will be cloudy with rain today. Temperatures will be around 12 degrees 
centigrade. Spain will be sunny all day with temperatures up to 18 degrees. The 
Netherlands will have light rain. Temperatures are expected to fall to 8 degrees. 
The bad weather in Germany continues. Heavy snow fell last night and drivers 
must be very careful. Temperatures in Germany today will remain at around two 
degrees centigrade. Poland will have rain all day with temperatures around 10 
degrees. Austria will be a little warmer at 13 degrees, but will have strong winds 
later in the afternoon.

 Answers

°C 
temperature 

France 3 3 12

Spain 3 18
The	
Netherlands 3 8

Germany 3 2

Poland 3 10

Austria 3 13

3 Third Challenge
A: Listen to the conversation. Complete the table.

 Answers

THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

morning rain / rainy cloud / cloudy cloud / cloudy sun / sunny

afternoon rain / rainy wind / windy sun / sunny sun / sunny

maximum	
temperature 16°C 11°C 22°C 20°C

B: Listen to the conversation again. Fill in the missing words.

	 Meg: I’d love to go for a [picnic] this week. Are you free on Thursday?
	 Rick: Yes, I’m free, but it’s going to rain all day on Thursday. And the weather 

[report] says it will only be 16 degrees.

	 Meg: That’s a [shame]. What about Friday instead?
	 Rick: Just a moment—I’ll check the weather report . . . Oh dear. It’s going to 

be really cold that day. It will only be 11 degrees. It’s going to be cloudy 
in the [morning] and then it’ll be windy in the afternoon.

	 Meg: That’s no [good] for a picnic!
	 Rick: Saturday looks all right. It’ll be [cloudy] in the morning, but it will be 

sunny from [lunchtime]. And it will be 22 degrees in the afternoon.
	 Meg: Oh, I’m sorry. I’m [busy] on Saturday. What about Sunday?
	 Rick: Well, it’s going to be [fine] all day and 20 degrees.
	 Meg: Great. Let’s go on [Sunday].
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Unit 4

 SPORTS 

Giants Win Again
Before you begin

Check the Key Vocabulary. If possible, ask students to look at these words at home 
before they come to class. As a warm-up exercise, you may choose to read these 
words aloud as a dictation test. Students listen and write the words down.

Scoring
First	Challenge: 10 points: 1 point for each blank score (1 x 10 = 10).
Second	Challenge: 10 points: 3 points for each correct match (3 x 3 = 9) plus 
1 bonus point for all correct.
Third	Challenge: 40 points: 2 points for each piece of information in the table 
(2 x 19 = 38) plus 2 bonus points for all correct.
Total: 60 points

1 First Challenge
Listen to the four sports stories. Write down the scores.

 1. The San Francisco Giants have won the National League Championship 
Series. They beat the Chicago Cubs [7-6] in a close game.

 2. Venus Williams beat Marion Bartoli [6-4], [6-1] in the women’s final at 
Wimbledon. She has now won the championship five times.

 3. In the Series A soccer league in Italy, Roma lost [2-1] to Genoa. Roma now 
slips to second place.

 4. Sweden is out of the Ice Hockey World Championship. It lost to Finland by 
[5] goals to [3].

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the three sports stories. Match the sentences in the table.

 1. South Africa has won the Rugby World Cup. It beat New Zealand in the 
final.

 2. In Formula One racing, Damian Henderson came in first in a Ferrari. It was 
a surprise win.

 3. An Ethiopian, Mamo Bekele, has won the New York marathon. The runner-
up is from Kenya.

 Answers
 1. d)    2.  c)    3.  b)

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the three sports reports. Complete the tables.

Report	1
The Brazilian soccer league is heating up. Today Flamengo climbed to first place. 
They beat Náutico by five goals to one. São Paulo had another excellent away 
win. They beat Vasco two to nothing. It was not a good day for Santos. They lost 
four to three against Vitória. Let’s look at the league table. Flamengo is in first 
place in the Brazilian league. Two points behind Flamengo and in second place 
is Santos. Vitória climbs to third place and São Paulo moves from fifth place to 
fourth place.

Report	2
So, it’s the final of the men’s 100-meter race. In the middle lane is the favorite 
Markus Klein from Germany. Ralph Martins from Canada looks good. And so 
does the Russian, Anatoly Kozlov. They’re off. Markus Klein is in front; he’s 
running very well. Anatoly Kozlov is second, and the Brazilian Davi Souza is 
third. Ralph Martins is running well, he’s moved to third, he’s passed the Brazilian 
. . . And he’s passed the Russian . . . Can he pass Markus Klein? Yes, he can. 
Martins wins the 100 meters. Martins wins the gold. Klein is second with the 
silver medal. And the bronze medal goes to Kozlov. Let’s look at the times. My 
word, that was fast. Ralph Martins from Canada wins in 9.12 seconds. That’s 
a new world record. Markus Klein from Germany wins the silver in 9.15. And 
Russia’s Anatoly Kozlov wins the bronze in 9.23.

Report	3
It was a very important day in horse racing. Riders from all around the world 
competed for the Emperor’s Cup. Angelfish, ridden by an American rider, was the 
favorite. Old Smokey’s rider was Japanese and the rider of King’s Treasure was 
French. As expected Angelfish led for most of the race. But in a surprising finish 
Old Smokey and King’s Treasure raced past the favorite. Old Smokey crossed 
the finish line first. King’s Treasure was second and Angelfish was third.
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 Answers
Report	1

match	and	score position	in	league
Flamengo [ 5 ] [ 1 ] Náutico 1 Flamengo

São Paulo [ 2 ] [ 0 ] Vasco 2 Santos

Santos [ 3 ] [ 4 ] Vitória 3 Vitória

4 São Paulo

Report	2

name country medal time
Markus Klein Germany silver 9.15 seconds

Ralph Martins Canada gold 9.12 seconds

Anatoly Kozlov Russia bronze 9.23 seconds

Report	3

horse rider’s	nationality position
Angelfish American 3rd

Old Smokey Japanese 1st

King’s Treasure French 2nd

Unit 5

 ROBBERY 

Bank Robbers Steal Millions
Before you begin

Check the Key Vocabulary. If possible, ask students to look at these words at home 
before they come to class. As a warm-up exercise, you may choose to read these 
words aloud as a dictation test. Students listen and write the words down.

Scoring
First	Challenge: 10 points: 3 points for each correct match (3 x 3 = 9) plus 1 
bonus point for all correct.
Second	Challenge: 30 points: 3 points for each piece of information in the 
table (3 x 10 = 30).
Third	Challenge: 20 points: 2 points for each correct answer, or 1 point for a 
correct word that is spelled incorrectly (2 x 9 = 18) plus 2 points for the correct 
picture.
Total: 60 points

Speaking Practice / Conversation in Third Challenge
Students practice the conversation in pairs. Have them read the conversation 
while looking at the book. As they are doing this, write a few key words on the 
board. Ask them to close their books. Again in pairs, they try to recreate the 
conversation using the hints on the board. It may be useful to demonstrate this 
using two confident students.

1 First Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Match the sentences in the table.

 1. Bank robbers stole $10 million from a bank in Los Angeles yesterday. The 
police are investigating the robbery.

 2. The Mona Lisa has been stolen from the Louvre. The police are 
interviewing guards.

 3. A thief escaped with Paris Hilton’s pet dog Tinkerbell last night. The police 
are looking for an ex-employee.

 Answers
 1. b)    2.  c)    3.  a)
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2 Second Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Complete the table.

Story	1
Three thieves entered the famous Louvre Museum in Paris yesterday. They stole 
five Picasso paintings. The paintings are very valuable and are worth millions of 
dollars. Police say that the thieves were very clever. They knew exactly which 
paintings to take.

Story	2
A bank in downtown Chicago was robbed this afternoon. The bank was closing at 
5 o’clock when four men walked in. They were carrying guns. The bank robbers 
took $4 million in dollar bills. The robbers then escaped in a white truck.

Story	3
This morning, pop superstar Beyoncé was robbed in downtown Toronto, Canada. 
She was in Toronto for a concert. Beyoncé visited a large music store to promote 
her new CD. A young man ran past her and took her handbag. Two policemen 
caught the thief as he was running down the escalator. The policemen returned 
the bag to a very happy Beyoncé.

 Answers

SORY 1 STORY 2 STORY 3

city,	country? Paris, France Chicago, USA Toronto, Canada

where	did	the	
robbery	happen?

at a famous art 
museum

at a downtown 
[bank]

at a large [music] 
store

how	many	
thieves? 3 4 1

what	was	stolen? (C) (B) (A)

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the conversation. Fill in the missing words. Choose the correct picture.

	 Eric: Olivia, how are you?
	 Olivia: Not great! Somebody [stole] my Cartier watch yesterday.
	 Eric: I can’t believe it. How did it [happen]?
	 Olivia: You [know] that Beyoncé was in town yesterday.
	 Eric: That’s right. She was here for a [concert].
	 Olivia: Well, I was in the shop waiting to see her. It was really crowded, and 

someone stole her [handbag].
	 Eric: I [heard] about that in the news. So, what exactly happened?

	 Olivia: Two policemen caught the [thief] running down the escalator. Then the 
policemen gave the bag back to Beyoncé.

	 Eric: Wow. Beyoncé was really [lucky].
	 Olivia: Yes, she was. But while we were watching the chase, a [pickpocket] stole 

my Cartier watch.
	 Eric: That’s really bad luck.

 Answer
picture A
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Unit 6

 ENVIRONMENT 

Pollution in the South Pacific
Before you begin

Check the Key Vocabulary. If possible, ask students to look at these words at home 
before they come to class. As a warm-up exercise, you may choose to read these 
words aloud as a dictation test. Students listen and write the words down.

Scoring
First	Challenge: 10 points: 1 point for each correct answer, or half a point for 
a correct word that is spelled incorrectly.
Second	Challenge: 10 points: 3 points for each correct match (3 x 3 = 9) plus 
1 bonus point for all correct.
Third	Challenge: 20 points: 3 points for each correct answer (3 x 6 = 18) plus 
2 bonus points for all correct.
Total: 40 points

1 First Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Fill in the missing words.

 1. [Doctors] say that [pollution] from traffic is causing breathing [problems].

 2. [Scientists] warn that pollution has [damaged] the Great Barrier [Reef] and 
that the problem is [getting] worse.

 3. The French prime minister [met] the president of the United States 
[yesterday] to discuss [environmental] problems.

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Match each sentence with a picture.

 1. A ship in the South Pacific has leaked a million liters of oil into the sea. 
Dead birds and fish have been found at nearby beaches.

 2. The level of pollution in the Ganges River is very high. Locals say a factory 
has been dumping waste into the famous river.

 3. Chemicals have polluted Lake Erie. The water is not safe for swimming or 
drinking.

 Answers
 1. B    2.  D    3.  A

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the three reports. Check ( 3 ) true (T) or false (F).

Report	1
Hundreds of school children met at Brighton Beach today. They took part in 
a special “Clean Up” program. They spent the whole day at the beach. In the 
morning, they picked up the trash on the beach. In the afternoon, the school 
children learned about sea life. Organizer William Wright says it is important for 
children to learn about our environment.

Report	2
The Danum Valley rainforest in South East Asia is in danger. Big businesses 
are cutting down the trees and selling the wood. This is a big problem for the 
animals of the rainforest. They have nowhere to live. One of these animals is the 
orangutan. The Malaysian government must start to protect the rainforest and 
look after the orangutan.

Report	3
A steel factory in Krakow, Poland is in trouble. The factory has been polluting the 
River Wista. The Polish government has ordered the factory to pay $20 million. 
The factory must also clean up the river. The factory has two months to pay the 
money. The government is sending a strong message to businesses and factories. 
They must take care of the environment.

 Answers
Report	1: 1. T, 2. F (about the environment)
Report	2: 1. F (They are being cut down.), 2. F (The government must start to 
protect the orangutans.)
Report	3: 1. F (It was polluting the river.), 2. F (The factory must clean up the 
pollution.)
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Unit 7

 CELEBRITIES 

Twins for Star Couple
Before you begin

Check the Key Vocabulary. If possible, ask students to look at these words at home 
before they come to class. As a warm-up exercise, you may choose to read these 
words aloud as a dictation test. Students listen and write the words down.

Scoring
First	Challenge: 10 points: 1 point for each correct answer, or half a point for 
a correct word that is spelled incorrectly.
Second	Challenge: 10 points: 3 points for each correct match (3 x 3 = 9) plus 
1 bonus point for all correct.
Third	Challenge: 20 points: 3 points for each correct answer (3 x 6 = 18) plus 
2 bonus points for all correct.
Total: 40 points

1 First Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Fill in the missing words.

 1. Another marriage comes to an [end] for Whitney Pears. The singer has two 
[sons] with Evan Fadeaway. This will be her second [divorce].

 2. Actress Amelie Folie has given [birth] to [twins] in France. The star already 
has four children with [actor] Chad Pitman.

 3. [Singer] Joshua Woodlake is [engaged] to actress Jasmine Spiel. The [pair] 
plan to [marry] in November.

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Match each sentence with a picture.

Story	1
Linley Loman, the Hollywood actress, is in the news again. Party-girl Farris 
Milton is telling friends that Linley stole her boyfriend. Farris hit Linley with 
her handbag outside a nightclub.

Story	2
American actress Malory Pertonelli has left her rock-star husband Teddy Van 
Harem. She found him with another woman. She wants a divorce as soon as 
possible.

Story	3
Sharon Stein is visiting the nation of Malawi this week. The American actress 
wants to adopt a child from that country. She has already adopted five other 
children.

 Answers
 1. D    2.  C    3.  A

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the three conversations. Check ( 3 ) true (T) or false (F).

Conversation	1
	 Kumiko: Did you know that Daniel Peckham gave his wife Virginia a new house 

as a present?
	 Mike: Yeah, I saw that in the news. He gave it to her on her birthday.
	 Kumiko: Really?! A birthday present!
	 Mike: I know Daniel’s a rich soccer player but a house is a really big 

present.
	 Kumiko: Uh-huh. I wonder what he gave her on their wedding anniversary.
	 Mike: I know! He gave her a diamond ring.
	 Kumiko: A diamond ring? . . . You know, it’s our wedding anniversary soon.

Conversation	2
	 Dave: What are you doing?
	 Julia: I’m watching tennis. I love watching the Australian tennis player  

Laylan Hewson. He’s so hot.
	 Dave: Oh, Laylan! The guy who got married last month?
	 Julia: He’s married?! I didn’t know he was married.
	 Dave: I can’t believe you didn’t know that. Yeah, he married a TV star. What’s 

her name . . . you know . . . Becky Edwards.
	 Julia: He married Becky Edwards? From the TV soap opera?
	 Dave: Yup. And Becky is already pregnant.

Conversation	3
	 Nicole: Did you hear about Natalie Hudson and Ken Wallis?
	 Sean: No, I didn’t hear anything. Are they getting divorced?
	 Nicole: No! They’re not getting divorced! They’re leaving Hollywood and 

moving to Nashville.
	 Sean: Leaving Hollywood? Why are they leaving Hollywood?
	 Nicole: Well, Ken is a singer. He wants to make an album in Nashville.
	 Sean: But what about Natalie? What about her movie career?
	 Nicole: No problem. Natalie is still going to act in movies. She just won’t live 

in California all the time.
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 Answers
Conversation	1: 1. T, 2. T
Conversation	2: 1. F (He got married last month.), 2. F (She is an actress who 
stars in a TV soap opera.)
Conversation	3: 1. T, 2. F (She acts in movies in Hollywood.)

Unit 8

 FIRE 

Baby Saved from Burning Building
Before you begin

Check the Key Vocabulary. If possible, ask students to look at these words at home 
before they come to class. As a warm-up exercise, you may choose to read these 
words aloud as a dictation test. Students listen and write the words down.

Scoring
First	Challenge: 10 points: 1 point for each correct answer, or half a point for 
a correct word that is spelled incorrectly.
Second	Challenge: 10 points: 3 points for each correct match (3 x 3 = 9) plus 
1 bonus point for all correct.
Third	Challenge: 30 points: 3 points for each piece of information in the table 
(3 x 9 = 27) plus 1 point for each correct picture (1 x 3 = 3).
Total: 50 points

1 First Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Fill in the missing words.

 1. Five people were [rescued] from a burning [house] in Vancouver yesterday 
[afternoon].

 2. A forest fire destroyed [six] homes near Yosemite National [Park]. Luckily, 
nobody was [hurt].

 3. A local [warehouse] burned [down] on the weekend. Firefighters [believe] 
that [teenagers] started the fire.

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Match each sentence with a picture.

 1. The Blue Mountain Hotel burned down last night. Firefighters think the fire 
started in the kitchen.

 2. Firefighters were called to a city office yesterday morning. A heater was left 
on overnight and some drapes caught fire.

 3. Three children were rescued from a burning house this morning. They were 
playing with matches and accidentally started a fire. The children did not 
know how to put the fire out.
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 Answers
 1. D    2.  A    3.  B

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Complete the table.

Story	1
Firefighters were called to a downtown supermarket this morning. It took them 
three hours to put out a large fire. One of the freezer units overheated and caught 
fire. Three people were taken to the hospital with minor burns. The store will be 
closed for several weeks.

Story	2
There was a large fire at the Knoxville Public Library earlier today. Firefighters 
took five hours to put out the fire. Library workers think it was started by an angry 
customer. Police are looking for a man in his forties who visited the library this 
morning. The fire caused damage to hundreds of books. Luckily, the 200-year-old 
building is undamaged and no one in the building was injured.

Story	3
The forest fire in Lane Cove continues to burn today but firefighters have it 
under control. The area is popular for camping. Campers accidentally started the 
forest fire when they were making a campfire. Two homes have been completely 
destroyed and several families in Lane Cove have left their houses.

 Answers

STORY 1 STORY 2 STORY 3

location	of	fire? b) supermarket a) library a) Lane Cove

cause	of	fire? b) freezer unit 
b) overheated

a) customer b) campfire

what	was	
burned? a) three people b) books only a) homes

picture? (C) (A) (D)

Unit 9

 PRODUCTS 

Toyota Launches New 4 x 4
Before you begin

Check the Key Vocabulary. If possible, ask students to look at these words at home 
before they come to class. As a warm-up exercise, you may choose to read these 
words aloud as a dictation test. Students listen and write the words down.

Scoring
First	Challenge: 10 points: 1 point for each correct answer, or half a point for 
a correct word that is spelled incorrectly.
Second	Challenge: 30 points: 3 points for each piece of information in the 
table (3 x 9 = 27) plus 3 bonus points for all correct.
Third	Challenge: 20 points: 3 points for each correct answer (3 x 6 = 18) plus 
2 bonus points for all correct.
Total: 60 points

Speaking Practice / Conversation in Second Challenge
Ask students to work in pairs. Using the information in the table, the students 
work together to write out a complete news story. They then take it in turns to read 
out the news story to each other—as if they were news anchors. Ask confident 
students to read out their stories to the whole class.

1 First Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Fill in the missing words.

 1. Coca-Cola has launched a new bottled [water] in London called Glacéau. 
The [product] contains vitamins and is aimed at [health]-conscious 
consumers.

 2. Tata Motors has launched the world’s [cheapest] motor car at India’s biggest 
car [show] in New Delhi. The vehicle, called the Tata Nano, will sell for 
[100,000] rupees.

 3. Skyy Spirits, the [US] importer for Cutty Sark, has announced the [release] 
of a new blended malt Scotch whisky. The importer is [calling] it “a new 
whisky for a [new] generation.”
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2 Second Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Complete the table.

Story	1
Evita, the Canadian drinks giant, is launching a flavored bottled water for children. 
The new drink is calorie-free and sugar-free. It is gently flavored with natural 
fruits and vegetables. It has all of the flavor of the fruits and vegetables but none 
of the sugar. The water will go on sale in Canada for C$1.80 (one Canadian 
dollar and 80 cents).

Story	2
A small company in the UK has launched a wonderful—but expensive—suitcase. 
The suitcase has its own motor and can carry 30 kilograms. The suitcase is made 
in the UK by a company called Voyager. It costs £575. This is very expensive, 
but the suitcase will make traveling much easier.

Story	3
A new electric motorbike has arrived on the market. The motorbike has three 
wheels—one at the front and two at the back. The bike is made in Germany by a 
company called Adventure. The two wheels at the back make the bike comfortable 
and easy to ride. A computer controls the steering and the braking. And a large 
battery makes the bike quiet and cheap to run. Adventure is selling the new 
motorbike for 6,500 euros.

 Answers

STORY 1 STORY 2 STORY 3

company? Evita Voyager Adventure

country? Canada UK Germany

cost? C$[1.80] £[575] €[6,500]

picture? (D) (B) (C)

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the three conversations. Check (3) true (T) or false (F).

Conversation	1
	 HL: Nice to meet you. I’m Henri Leblon.
	 LD: Nice to meet you, Mr. Leblon. I’m Louise Dennison.
	 HL: What do you do, Ms. Dennison?
	 LD: I import wine from Italy. I have an office in Paris.
	 HL: You import Italian wine into France? Is Italian wine popular here in 

France?

	 LD: Oh, yes. It’s very popular. There’s a very large market. I import 100,000 
bottles a month.

Conversation	2
	 A: Have you seen the new Jaguar? The Sprint?
	 B: Beautiful, isn’t it? I love small sports cars.
	 A: I like the retro look of the Sprint.
	 B: Do you know how much it costs?
	 A: It costs $89,000.
	 B: $89,000! You’re joking. Who is going to spend $89,000 on a small sports 

car?
	 A: Well, apparently, it’s selling very well.

Conversation	3
	 A: Have you tried this new face cream by Olay?
	 B: No, I haven’t tried it. Is it good?
	 A: I think it’s great. It’s really easy to use. And it makes your skin feel very 

smooth.
	 B: Mmm, sounds good. How much is it?
	 A: It’s $40 a bottle.
	 B: Gosh! That’s a lot. Why is it so expensive?
	 A: It makes you look younger.
	 B: Right. Let me try it.
	 A: And! . . . When you buy this bottle, you get free lipstick.

 Answers
Conversation	1: 1. F (She imports wine from Italy to France.), 2. T
Conversation	2: 1. T, 2. F (It costs $89,000.)
Conversation	3: 1. T, 2. F (Customers get free lipstick.)
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Unit 10

 TRANSPORT 

Traffic Report
Before you begin

Check the Key Vocabulary. If possible, ask students to look at these words at home 
before they come to class. As a warm-up exercise, you may choose to read these 
words aloud as a dictation test. Students listen and write the words down.

Scoring
First	Challenge: 10 points: 1 point for each correct answer, or half a point for 
a correct word that is spelled incorrectly.
Second	Challenge: 10 points: 3 points for each correct answer (3 x 3 = 9) plus 
1 bonus point for all correct.
Third	Challenge: 30 points: 3 points for each piece of information in the table 
(3 x 9 = 27) plus 1 point for each correct picture (1 x 3 = 3).
Total: 50 points

Speaking Practice / Conversation in Third Challenge
Ask students to work in pairs. Using the information in the table, the students 
work together to write out a complete report. They then take it in turns to read 
out the report to each other—as if they were reporters. Ask confident students to 
read out their reports to the whole class.

1 First Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Fill in the missing words.

 1. [Trains] are delayed on the Southern Line but [buses] and ferries are 
[running] on time.

 2. There are [delays] this morning on Interstate 18 and Jefferson Highway. 
[Traffic] is moving very [slowly] on both of these roads.

 3. The northbound [lane] of the Harbor [Bridge] will be [closed] between 2:00 
a.m. and [7:00] a.m. for road repairs.

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Match each sentence with a picture.

 1. Drivers can expect serious delays on Interstate 95. A large tree fell on the 
road during last night’s storm. It will take another hour to move the tree.

 2. There is a major traffic jam on Elizabeth Avenue. Several large boxes fell 
off a truck this morning. There have been no accidents, but the road is 
blocked.

 3. Traffic is moving slowly on I-478 north of Philadelphia. A truck has 
collided with a Greyhound bus. No one is hurt, but the road is blocked.

 Answers
 1. D    2.  A    3.  B

Culture note: Interstate 95 = I-95; Interstate 478 = I-478

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the three traffic reports. Complete the table.

Report	1
This is Rick Shaw in the Traffic Watch helicopter. Traffic is standing still along 
the Hampton Highway this morning. There has been an accident on the Hampton 
Bridge. Drivers are waiting for firefighters and the police to clear the road. The 
traffic jam is already three kilometers long. Drivers can expect delays of about 
50 minutes.

Report	2
This is Rick Shaw in the Traffic Watch helicopter. It looks like everyone in the 
city is going to the big game this evening. There is a huge traffic jam on the 
Florham Parkway leading to the stadium. If you haven’t left home yet, take a 
train. Cars are not moving at all on the Florham Parkway and there could be 
delays of one hour.

Report	3
This is Rick Shaw in the Traffic Watch helicopter. Part of Canterbury Road is 
closed because of a flood. The road is closed between Newtown and Ashfield. 
Drivers should take the Banks Highway when leaving the city. This will add 20 
minutes to your journey.
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 Answers

REPORT 1 REPORT 2 REPORT 3

where	is	the	
traffic	problem?

a) Hampton 
a) Highway

b) Florham 
b) Parkway

a) Canterbury 
a) Road

reason	for	the	
delay? a) accident b) big game a) flood

how	long	is	the	
delay? b) 50 minutes a) 1 hour b) 20 minutes

picture? (D) (B) (A)

Unit 11

 STORMS 

Cyclone Hits Australia
Before you begin

Check the Key Vocabulary. If possible, ask students to look at these words at home 
before they come to class. As a warm-up exercise, you may choose to read these 
words aloud as a dictation test. Students listen and write the words down.

Scoring
First	Challenge: 10 points: 1 point for each correct answer, or half a point for 
a correct word that is spelled incorrectly.
Second	Challenge: 30 points: 3 points for each piece of information in the 
table (3 x 10 = 30).
Third	Challenge: 20 points: 3 points for each correct answer (3 x 6 = 18) plus 
2 bonus points for all correct.
Total: 60 points

Speaking Practice / Conversation in Second Challenge
Ask students to work in pairs. Using the information in the table, the students 
work together to write out a complete news story. They then take it in turns to read 
out the news story to each other—as if they were news anchors. Ask confident 
students to read out their stories to the whole class.

1 First Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Fill in the missing words.

 1. Many people have been [injured] in a typhoon in [Vietnam]. The typhoon 
hit in the [early] hours of the morning.

 2. Hurricane Nancy [hit] the island of Jamaica late [last] night. Many 
[villages] are [flooded].

 3. [Northern] Australia is recovering from [Cyclone] Trudy. Hundreds of 
houses were damaged and many [trees] were blown down.
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2 Second Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Complete the table.

Story	1
A strong typhoon hit Taiwan this morning. Winds of up to 140 kilometers per 
hour hit the south of Taiwan. Schools and businesses closed. Police say that many 
roads and bridges have been damaged.

Story	2
Hurricane Alice has finally left Mexico. The hurricane badly damaged the east 
coast of Mexico. 66 people were injured in the last 48 hours. Sadly, a famous 
church was destroyed.

Story	3
Typhoon season has started again in the Philippines. Last night strong winds hit 
the capital city Manila. A power station was badly damaged and 14 people were 
taken to the hospital.

 Answers

STORY 1 STORY 2 STORY 3

country? Taiwan Mexico the Philippines

when? this morning
over the last two 
days

last night

where	exactly? the south east coast Manila

what	was	
damaged? roads and bridges church power station

picture? (C) (A) (B)

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the three conversations. Check ( 3 ) true (T) or false (F).

Conversation	1
	 A: Did you hear about Hurricane Jane?
	 B: Is that the hurricane that hit Florida yesterday?
	 A: Yes, that’s right. It was a very powerful hurricane.
	 B: So, was there a lot of damage?
	 A: Yes. It damaged roads and destroyed 200 houses.

Conversation	2
	 A: Did you hear about the terrible storm in France?
	 B: No I didn’t. How bad is the storm?

	 A: It’s very bad. It’s been raining for three days non-stop.
	 B: Three days? Really?
	 A: And a lot of villages are now flooded.

Conversation	3
	 A: Did you hear about the cyclone in Queensland, Australia?
	 B: No, I didn’t. Was it a powerful cyclone?
	 A: Quite powerful. It badly damaged a hotel.
	 B: Really? Was anyone injured?
	 A: Four tourists are in the hospital.
	 B: Oh dear, I hope they will be all right.
	 A: I don’t think they were badly injured.

 Answers
Conversation	1: 1. F (It hit Florida.), 2. T
Conversation	2: 1. F (It has been raining for three days.), 2. T
Conversation	3: 1. F (It destroyed a hotel.), 2. T
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Unit 12

 AWARDS 

And the Winner Is . . .
Before you begin

Check the Key Vocabulary. If possible, ask students to look at these words at home 
before they come to class. As a warm-up exercise, you may choose to read these 
words aloud as a dictation test. Students listen and write the words down.

Scoring
First	Challenge: 10 points: 1 point for each correct answer, or half a point for 
a correct word that is spelled incorrectly.
Second	Challenge: 30 points: 3 points for each piece of information in the 
table (3 x 8 = 24) and 2 points for each correct picture (2 x 3 = 6).
Third	Challenge: 20 points: 3 points for each correct answer (3 x 6 = 18) plus 
2 bonus points for all correct.
Total: 60 points

Speaking Practice / Conversation in Second Challenge
Ask students to work in pairs. Using the information in the table, the students 
work together to write out a complete news story. They then take it in turns to read 
out the news story to each other—as if they were news anchors. Ask confident 
students to read out their stories to the whole class.

1 First Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Fill in the missing words.

 1. At the MTV Awards last night, Jake Timberwolf [won] the award for the 
[best] male [singer], and Fall Guy won the award for best [group].

 2. [Canadian] Mark Clifford hit a hole-in-one at the Florida [Golf] Open. He 
won a hybrid [car] from Honda, the competition sponsor.

 3. A department store worker in Sydney has won the [world’s] biggest lottery 
in [Australia]. She immediately gave up her [job].

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Complete the table.

Story	1
Francis Farley, a British engineer, has won a competition to make electricity. The 
new product is a rubber tube that sits in the sea. It moves up and down and makes 

electricity. Mr. Farley received £500,000 for his new invention.

Story	2
A Brazilian shop assistant, Ana Carvalho, won the prize for best dancer at the 
Carnival in Rio de Janeiro last night. She was given $20,000. Ms. Carvalho says 
she will use the money to open a dance school.

Story	3
A German government official has won this week’s national lottery. Sabina Altman 
from Hamburg will receive 15 million euros at a special ceremony.

 Answers

STORY 1 STORY 2 STORY 3

who	won? British engineer
[Brazilian] store 
assistant

[German] 
government official

what	was	won? competition to 
make [electricity]

best [dancer] at 
Rio carnival

national [lottery]

how	much	was	
won? £[500,000] $[20,000] €[15 million]

picture? (B) (C) (A)

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the three conversations. Check ( 3 ) true (T) or false (F).

Conversation	1
	 A: Who won this year’s Nobel Prize for Literature?
	 B: Um, I’m not sure. Um, whatshisname. Oh, yeah, I remember, Roman 

Rollard.
	 A: Roman Rollard? He wrote The German Musician.
	 B: Actually, I don’t know. I haven’t read any of his books.
	 A: Well, why don’t you try reading The German Musician? I’ll lend you my 

copy.
	 B: Oh, right. (doubtful). That’s very kind of you.

Conversation	2
	 A: Did you hear about the Swiss woman who won a free trip on a space rocket?
	 B: A free trip on a space rocket? How did she win that?
	 A: It was a competition run by a chocolate company. The ticket was hidden in a 

bar of chocolate.
	 B: What? The ticket was in the chocolate?
	 A: No, no! The ticket was in the wrapper. When she opened the chocolate, the 
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ticket was there.
	 B: What kind of chocolate was it?
	 A: A Kit-Kat.
	 B: Right! I’m going to buy a Kit-Kat.

Conversation	3
	 A: Hey, Mary, I have a question for you. Do you know how many Oscars 

Steven Spielberg has won?
	 B: Steven Spielberg? The director? The man who made Jurassic Park and 

E.T.?
	 A: Yeah. The director. How many Oscars has he won?
	 B: Three.
	 A: Three? Is that all?
	 B: He got two Oscars for Schindler’s List. And he got one Oscar for Saving 

Private Ryan.
	 A: Gosh, all those great movies and he only has three Oscars.

 Answers
Conversation	1: 1. T, 2. F (His book is called The German Musician.)
Conversation	2: 1. T, 2. F (The ticket was inside a bar of chocolate.)
Conversation	3: 1. F (He has won three Oscars.), 2. T

Note: Academy Award nominations for Steven Spielberg

*	Best	Director
1977—Close Encounters of the Third Kind
1981—Raiders of the Lost Ark
1982—E.T.: The Extra-Terrestrial
1993—Schindler’s List (win)
1998—Saving Private Ryan (win)
2005—Munich

*	Best	Picture
1975—Jaws
1981—Raiders of the Lost Ark
1982—E.T.: The Extra-Terrestrial
1985—The Color Purple
1993—Schindler’s List (win)
1998—Saving Private Ryan
2005—Munich
2006—Letters from Iwo Jima (as producer)

Unit 13

 DEALS 

Red Sox Sign New Pitcher
Before you begin

Check the Key Vocabulary. If possible, ask students to look at these words at home 
before they come to class. As a warm-up exercise, you may choose to read these 
words aloud as a dictation test. Students listen and write the words down.

Scoring
First	Challenge: 10 points: 2 points for each correct answer (2 x 4 = 8) plus 2 
bonus points for all correct.
Second	Challenge: 10 points: 3 points for each correct answer (3 x 3 = 9) plus 
1 bonus point for all correct.
Third	Challenge: 30 points: 3 points for each piece of information in the table 
(3 x 9 = 27) and 1 point for each correct picture (1 x 3 = 3).
Total: 50 points

Speaking Practice / Conversation in Third Challenge
Ask students to work in pairs. Using the information in the table, the students 
work together to write out a complete news story. They then take it in turns to read 
out the news story to each other—as if they were news anchors. Ask confident 
students to read out their stories to the whole class.

1 First Challenge
Listen to the four news stories. How much money will each star get?

 1. Hollywood actress Josephine Angel has signed a deal with Orient, the 
cosmetics giant. She will be the face of Orient in China. The deal is worth 
$4.4 million a year.

 2. Manchester United has signed soccer star Wayne Kelly. The contract is for 
six years. The club will pay the player around $5.9 million a year.

 3. The world’s top golfer Shark Jackson has re-signed with Buick. Shark will 
continue to advertise Buick cars for another five years. Buick will pay Shark 
around $8 million a year.

 4. F1 driver Laurie Weston has signed a new five-year deal with McLaren. 
This new deal will see the young driver earn $27 million each year.
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 Answers
 1. $[4.4] million/year    2.  $[5.9] million/year    3.  $[8] million/year    
 4. $[27] million/year

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Match the sentences in the table.

 1. Taiwanese baseball player Chin-lung Lin signed a new contract with the 
L.A. Dodgers today. Reports say that the deal is worth $5 million.

 2. Hollywood star Skye Reeves has signed a contract to advertise the new 
BMW 4 x 4. The contract with the manufacturer is worth millions of 
dollars.

 3. Soccer player Donaldo signed a contract with sports-shoe manufacturer 
Leopard yesterday. The star will make $15 million from the deal.

 Answers
 1. b)    2.  a)    3.  d)

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Complete the table.

Story	1
Basketball superstar Nara Jackson is already a multi-millionaire, but this year 
he’s going to be richer. Yesterday, he signed a contract to advertise Nike sports 
shoes. Jackson will make $15 million from the two-year deal. Reports say the 
player is very pleased with the new contract.

Story	2
David Curlem, the former English soccer captain, has moved to the United States. 
In a deal worth £50 million, the soccer star signed with the Los Angeles team 
Galaxy. Under the deal, the former English soccer captain will stay with the club 
for five years. He is then expected to retire and return to the UK.

Story	3
After many months of problems, British pop singer Emma Whitehouse signed a 
new contract with Virgin Records today. Virgin Records has asked the pop star 
to make three records in the next three years. Virgin will pay the singer $12.5 
million. Whitehouse is very pleased with the new contract.

 Answers

STORY 1 STORY 2 STORY 3

star’s	job? basketball player soccer player pop singer

who	did	the	star	
sign	a	contract	
with?

Nike Galaxy Virgin

how	much	is	the	
contract	worth? $[15 million] £[50 million] $[12.5 million]

how	long	is	the	
contract	for? two years [five] years [three] years

picture? (B) (C) (A)
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Unit 14

 HEALTH 

Cure Found for Malaria
Before you begin

Check the Key Vocabulary. If possible, ask students to look at these words at home 
before they come to class. As a warm-up exercise, you may choose to read these 
words aloud as a dictation test. Students listen and write the words down.

Scoring
First	Challenge: 10 points: 1 point for each correct answer, or half a point for 
a correct word that is spelled incorrectly.
Second	Challenge: 10 points: 3 points for each correct match (3 x 3 = 9) plus 
1 bonus point for all correct.
Third	Challenge: 30 points: 3 points for each piece of information in the table 
(3 x 10 = 30).
Total: 50 points

Speaking Practice / Conversation in Third Challenge
Ask students to work in pairs. Using the information in the table, the students 
work together to write out a complete news story. They then take it in turns to read 
out the news story to each other—as if they were news anchors. Ask confident 
students to read out their stories to the whole class.

1 First Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Fill in the missing words.

 1. George Harrison, the guitarist with the Beatles, has [died] at age 58. 
Harrison [suffered] from [cancer] for several months.

 2. There has been an [outbreak] of the dangerous EV71 [virus] in China. At 
least 22 children have died and [3,600] others are in the hospital.

 3. German [scientists] say they have [discovered] a [cure] for Hepatitis C. 
Their research is published in Nature [magazine].

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Match each sentence with a picture.

 1. There is an outbreak of food poisoning in Hong Kong. Forty-five people are 
seriously ill in the hospital after eating ham sandwiches.

 2. WHO, the World Health Organization, is worried about the number of 
people living with HIV. Some scientists say that 25 million people in Africa 
have the virus.

 3. Canadian scientists have produced a vaccine for the Marburg virus. It works 
perfectly in trials on monkeys. Hundreds of people died in a recent outbreak 
of Marburg disease in Angola in Africa.

 Answers
 1. C    2.  B    3.  A

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Complete the table.

Story	1
Two Japanese scientists have died of malaria. Professor Toshio Suzuki and his 
assistant Masanori Shimizu died in Indonesia. The two scientists were working 
on a cure for malaria. The disease is carried by mosquitoes. The World Health 
Organization says that malaria kills over one million people every year.

Story	2
There is another outbreak of bird flu in Cambodia this week. Seven people have 
died so far. The seven victims were all from the village of Kampong Cham in 
central Cambodia. The government has stopped the sale of chickens in that area. 
Chickens must not be moved from farms.

Story	3
There is an outbreak of measles in the south of Thailand. Ninety-three young 
children are in the hospital. Four babies have died. Thailand has an excellent 
vaccination program for measles. However, many of the children in the hospital 
had not had their first vaccination.

 Answers

STORY 1 STORY 2 STORY 3

how	many	
people	died? 2 7 4

which	country	
did	they	die	in? a) Indonesia c) Cambodia b) Thailand

what	disease	did	
they	die	of? malaria bird flu measles

picture? (C) (A) (B)
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Unit 15

 MORE GOSSIP 

Actor Hits Paparazzo
Before you begin

Check the Key Vocabulary. If possible, ask students to look at these words at home 
before they come to class. As a warm-up exercise, you may choose to read these 
words aloud as a dictation test. Students listen and write the words down.

Scoring
First	Challenge: 10 points: 1 point for each correct answer, or half a point for 
a correct word that is spelled incorrectly.
Second	Challenge: 10 points: 3 points for each correct match (3 x 3 = 9) plus 
1 bonus point for all correct.
Third	Challenge: 20 points: 3 points for each correct answer (3 x 6 = 18) plus 
2 bonus points for all correct.
Total: 40 points

1 First Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Fill in the missing words.

 1. [Model] Natalie Cameron is in trouble again. She got [drunk] and attacked a 
passenger on a [flight] to Milan.

 2. Hollywood [actor] Des Snapes is in the news for the wrong [reasons] this 
week. He has not paid his [taxes] for the last three years.

 3. Kevin Ibsen was [arrested] for driving while [drunk]. This isn’t the first 
time, and the [judge] may ban the Hollywood [director] from driving.

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Match each sentence with a picture.

Story	1
Hip-hop performer L’il Jim was arrested in Los Angeles this weekend. Staff say 
he threw a television from the balcony of his hotel room.

Story	2
Police arrested Oscar-winning actor Bob Browney at a party last night. He was 
found with cocaine and other drugs in his bag.

Story	3
Australian swimmer Darren Macey will not be allowed to compete in the next 
Olympic games. Police arrested him for fighting outside a popular nightclub. He 
hit a paparazzo and smashed his camera.

 Answers
 1. D    2.  C    3.  A

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the three conversations. Check ( 3 ) true (T) or false (F).

Conversation	1
	 Kate: Look. Farris Stilton is in the news again.
	 Tom: What has she done this time?
	 Kate: She threw water at some paparazzi.
	 Tom: She threw water at them? Good for Farris!
	 Kate: And she broke their cameras.
	 Tom: Uh-oh! That’s bad.
	 Kate: Farris apologized. She’s going to give the paparazzi $30,000 each.

Conversation	2
	 Kristen: I can’t believe it!
	 Dave: What?
	 Kristen: You know Ramona Wider?
	 Dave: The actress?
	 Kristen: Yeah, the actress. She’s been arrested for stealing from a shop.
	 Dave: No way! Stealing from a shop?
	 Kristen: It’s true. She took some expensive clothing from a store in New 

York.
	 Dave: Did the police catch her?
	 Kristen: No. A store detective stopped her outside the store.

Conversation	3
	 Kate: Look at this. Emma Whitehouse on the front cover of this magazine.
	 Tom: She looks terrible. Why is she on the front cover?
	 Kate: Well, she’s in trouble with the police.
	 Tom: What did she do?
	 Kate: She was driving at 60 miles per hour in a 50-mile-an-hour area.
	 Tom: That’s not so bad.
	 Kate: Ah, but her driving license had expired.
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 Answers
Conversation	1: 1. F (Farris threw water at the paparazzi.), 2. F (Farris will 
give the paparazzi money.)
Conversation	2: 1. F (Ramona stole some expensive clothes.), 2. T
Conversation	3: 1. F (Emma was driving at 60 mph.), 2. T

Unit 16

 ENTERTAINMENT 

Tickets Now on Sale
Before you begin

Check the Key Vocabulary. If possible, ask students to look at these words at home 
before they come to class. As a warm-up exercise, you may choose to read these 
words aloud as a dictation test. Students listen and write the words down.

Scoring
First	Challenge: 10 points: 1 point for each correct answer, or half a point for 
a correct word that is spelled incorrectly.
Second	Challenge: 20 points: 2 points for each piece of information in the 
three posters (2 x 10 = 20).
Third	Challenge: 20 points: 3 points for each correct answer (3 x 6 = 18) plus 
2 bonus points for all correct.
Total: 50 points

1 First Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Fill in the missing words.

 1. Tom Shanks has [won] an Oscar for [best] actor in The Leonardo Puzzle. 
Shanks [stars] in the movie as a Yale professor.

 2. Maria Farey has just [released] her new [album] Slide Effects. The album 
contains several R & B tracks with cool [lyrics] and gorgeous vocals.

 3. Shriek has [opened] on Broadway. This brand-new [musical] is based on a 
popular animated [movie]. Brian James will play the [role] of the monster 
Shriek.

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Complete the posters below.

1
Walt Frisbee Productions has released Pirates of the Mediterranean. This new 
action movie stars Ronnie Pepp and Kristen Knight. Captain Blackbeard and his 
crew sail through the islands in the Mediterranean searching for the king’s treasure. 
Along the way, they meet ghosts and sea monsters. Pirates of the Mediterranean 
is in movie theaters from Friday the 5th.
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2
Whitney Pears has just released her sixth studio album Breakout. The album was 
recorded with famous R & B producer Shane Garret. The album has eight tracks 
and features catchy lyrics. Critics say that Breakout is her best-ever album. The 
album will be on sale from Monday the 22nd.

3
Papa Mio is one of the funniest and most popular musicals playing in London at 
the moment. The show includes 12 famous songs from Benji and Borg. Papa Mio 
is set on a Greek island. George, a traditional boat-builder, has his life changed 
when Maria arrives to open a tourist hotel. Hurry now and book your tickets to 
this musical. The show is sold out through December.

 Answers
1: Pirates of the Mediterranean: action, sail, 5th
2: Breakout: sixth, lyrics, Monday
3: Papa Mio: musicals, songs, hotel, December

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the two conversations. Answer the questions.

Conversation	1
	 Jacob: Have you seen the movie Crazy Rider? Zach Nichols is the star.
	 Ashley: No, I haven’t seen it. Is it good?
	 Jacob: The critics like the movie. They all think that Zach Nichols acts very 

well.
	 Ashley: Really! Well, let’s go and see it tonight.
	 Jacob: No chance. It’s sold out all week.
	 Ashley: Sold out all week! You’re kidding.
	 Jacob: We could go next week. How about Monday?
	 Ashley: Monday. That sounds great.

Conversation	2
	 Tyler: Hi, Courtney! When is Blue Day’s new CD on sale?
	 Courtney: Oh, hi, Tyler. Blue Day’s new CD? (thinking) You mean American 

Idol?
	 Tyler: Yeah, American Idol. When is it going to be released?
	 Courtney: It’s out already. It was released two days ago.
	 Tyler: Great! I really want to buy it. Can you lend me $20?
	 Courtney: Twenty dollars? Sure. But I went to the record store yesterday, and 

the CD was sold out.
	 Tyler: Sold out? No kidding?
	 Courtney: You could order a copy online.
	 Tyler: Good idea. I’ll do that.

 Answers
Conversation	1: 1. a)   2. b)   3. c)
Conversation	2: 1. a)   2. b)   3. c)
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Unit 17

 TRADE 

Agreement Signed at Summit
Before you begin

Check the Key Vocabulary. If possible, ask students to look at these words at home 
before they come to class. As a warm-up exercise, you may choose to read these 
words aloud as a dictation test. Students listen and write the words down.

Scoring
First	Challenge: 10 points: 1 point for each correct answer, or half a point for 
a correct word that is spelled incorrectly.
Second	Challenge: 20 points: 3 points for each correct match (3 x 3 = 9) and 3 
points for each picture (3 x 3 = 9) plus 2 bonus points for all correct.
Third	Challenge: 30 points: 3 points for each piece of information in the table 
(3 x 9 = 27) and 1 point for each correct picture (1 x 3 = 3).
Total: 60 points

Speaking Practice / Conversation in Third Challenge
Ask students to work in pairs. Using the information in the table, the students 
work together to write out a complete news story. They then take it in turns to read 
out the news story to each other—as if they were news anchors. Ask confident 
students to read out their stories to the whole class.

1 First Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Fill in the missing words.

 1. [Australian] and Japanese trade [officials] will meet tomorrow in Osaka. 
They will discuss beef [imports].

 2. In a [meeting] today the New Zealand [prime] minister will talk about 
[trade] with the Argentinean [leader].

 3. [Russian] president Sergei Yeltsov attended a [summit] meeting yesterday. 
He has [signed] an agreement on trade with EU leaders.

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Match the sentences in the table. Choose the correct 
picture for each story.

 1. Chinese and EU officials met in Beijing over the weekend. They signed an 
agreement on the safety of children’s toys.

 2. G8 leaders met in Rome this morning. They discussed oil imports.

 3. The American president met the Japanese prime minister in New York 
yesterday. They talked about beef exports.

 Answers
 1. d), picture B    2.  a), picture C    3.  c), picture A

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Complete the table.

Story	1
Leaders of the G8 countries met yesterday. The summit meeting was in 
Washington. During yesterday’s meeting, the leaders discussed biofuel imports. 
The leaders of the G8 also invited the president of Brazil to the meeting. Brazil 
is a major producer of biofuel made from sugar.

Story	2
American and Chinese officials met for talks last Friday. The meeting took place 
in Shanghai. In last Friday’s meeting, the officials discussed computer software. 
The Americans want China to buy more computer software. There will be another 
meeting next month.

Story	3
EU leaders met in Milan, Italy, to discuss fishing. The meeting took place this 
morning. The leaders signed an agreement on fishing limits. The Spanish prime 
minister is not happy with the agreement. He believes that there should be no 
fishing limits at all.

 Answers

STORY 1 STORY 2 STORY 3

who	met?
leaders of G8 
countries + 
[president] of Brazil

American and 
Chinese [officials]

[EU] leaders

where	did	they	
meet? Washington Shanghai Milan

when	did	they	
meet? yesterday last [Friday] this [morning]

what	did	they	
talk	about? biofuel [imports]

computer 
[software]

[fishing] limits

picture? (C) (B) (A)
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Unit 18

 ARRESTS 

Police Catch Mafia Boss
Before you begin

Check the Key Vocabulary. If possible, ask students to look at these words at home 
before they come to class. As a warm-up exercise, you may choose to read these 
words aloud as a dictation test. Students listen and write the words down.

Scoring
First	Challenge: 10 points: 1 point for each correct answer, or half a point for 
a correct word that is spelled incorrectly.
Second	Challenge: 10 points: 3 points for each correct picture (3 x 3 = 9) plus 
1 bonus point for all correct.
Third	Challenge: 30 points: 3 points for each piece of information in the table 
(3 x 9 = 27) and 1 point for each picture (1 x 3 = 3).
Total: 50 points

Speaking Practice / Conversation in Third Challenge
Ask students to work in pairs. Using the information in the table, the students 
work together to write out a complete news story. They then take it in turns to read 
out the news story to each other—as if they were news anchors. Ask confident 
students to read out their stories to the whole class.

1 First Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Fill in the missing words.

 1. New York [police] have [arrested] Nick Remuso. The mafia [boss] is wanted 
for [drug] crimes.

 2. The Vancouver [Kidnapper] has been [caught]. Police found him yesterday 
near his mother’s home after a [six]-week search.

 3. Diego Careo has been arrested in Madrid. The [terrorist] blew up a [train] in 
Barcelona [two] years ago.

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Match each sentence with a picture.

 1. Police have caught a terrorist leader in Peru. Cerpa Cartolini was arrested 
by police last night. Police have been looking for Cartolini for 10 years. He 
has been living in the mountains with his group.

 2. Mafia leader Alberto Provenzano was caught in Rome last night. Italian 
police arrested Provenzano at a downtown restaurant. He was eating in the 
restaurant when police arrived.

 3. Drug king Tony Santana was arrested today in Miami. Police arrested the 
drug king on his luxury yacht. Three members of Santana’s gang were also 
arrested. The Miami police have been watching Santana for seven months.

 Answers
 1. B    2.  A    3.  D

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Complete the table.

Story	1
Ted Grabham was arrested in Texas in the United States yesterday. Officials 
stopped Grabham at the border crossing between Texas and Mexico. He was trying 
to enter Mexico. Police have been looking for Grabham for several months. He 
blew up an office building in Texas last year.

Story	2
A dangerous terrorist has been caught in Frankfurt, Germany. The international 
terrorist, called the Wolf, was arrested at the airport this afternoon. German police 
caught him when he was leaving the airport. Police say he was carrying seven 
different passports. The Wolf kidnapped several Americans in Iraq.

Story	3
The drug king Pablo Castro was arrested last night. Police caught him in a 
nightclub in Bogotá, Colombia. He was dancing with his friends. Castro has been 
sending drugs to Europe for more than 15 years.
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 Answers

STORY 1 STORY 2 STORY 3

who	was	
arrested? Ted Grabham The Wolf Pablo Castro

when	was	he	
arrested? yesterday this [afternoon] last night

country	where	
he	was	arrested? United States Germany Colombia

place	where	he	
was	arrested? border crossing airport nightclub

crimes? blew up an 
[office] building

kidnapped several 
[Americans]

sending [drugs] to 
Europe

picture? (C) (A) (B)

Unit 19

 EARTHQUAKES 

Quake Rocks Turkey
Before you begin

Check the Key Vocabulary. If possible, ask students to look at these words at home 
before they come to class. As a warm-up exercise, you may choose to read these 
words aloud as a dictation test. Students listen and write the words down.

Scoring
First	Challenge: 10 points: 3 points for each correct answer (3 x 3 = 9) plus 1 
bonus point for all correct.
Second	Challenge: 10 points: 3 points for each correct match (3 x 3 = 9) plus 
1 bonus point for all correct.
Third	Challenge: 30 points: 3 points for each piece of information in the table 
(3 x 9 = 27) and 1 point for each correct picture (1 x 3 = 3).
Total: 50 points

Speaking Practice / Conversation in Third Challenge
Ask students to work in pairs. Using the information in the table, the students 
work together to write out a complete news story. They then take it in turns to read 
out the news story to each other—as if they were news anchors. Ask confident 
students to read out their stories to the whole class.

1 First Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. How big was each earthquake?

 1. Hundreds of people in western Turkey spent a cold night outdoors after a 
strong earthquake hit the area. The quake measured 4.3. The quake was 
centered on the town of Bolvadin.

 2. More than 3,000 people were injured after an earthquake rocked Indonesia 
early Saturday morning. The quake measured 6.8. It struck central Java in 
Indonesia.

 3. An earthquake hit the Bicol region southeast of Manila late Monday. 
Philippine scientists say the quake measured 5.9. There are no reports of 
injuries or damage.

 4. A large earthquake rocked China’s northwestern region of Xinjiang this 
morning. Chinese scientists say the quake measured 7.2. The quake 
destroyed hundreds of homes and schools.
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 Answers
 1. 4.3    2.  6.8    3.  5.9    4.  7.2

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Match the sentences in the table.

 1. A large earthquake has rocked Islamabad, the capital of Pakistan. The quake 
hit in the early morning while people were still asleep in bed.

 2. The northwestern province of Gansu in China has been hit by a quake 
measuring 6.8. Dozens of buildings collapsed and hundreds of people were 
injured.

 3. The island of Hawaii was hit by a small quake this morning. Nobody was 
hurt, but many buildings were damaged.

 Answers
 1. c)    2.  d)    3.  a)

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Complete the table.

Story	1
A large earthquake has hit Colombia in South America. The quake was centered 
on the town of Tulua. It hit at 10:48 in the morning. Scientists in Colombia say 
the quake measured 5.2. Hundreds of buildings collapsed and the town hall was 
destroyed. The quake injured over 200 people.

Story	2
There has been a large earthquake in Iraq. The quake destroyed many small 
villages in the Erbil area in the north of Iraq. The quake happened at 3:51 in the 
afternoon. Scientists say the quake measured 4.8. Luckily many of the village 
people were working in the fields when the quake hit. Fifteen people were injured 
in the quake. Rescue teams are looking for survivors in the village. They are using 
special dogs to search through the houses.

Story	3
China is still recovering from the huge earthquake that hit Sichuan province in 
the southwest of the country last month. The quake rocked Sichuan province at 
2:28 in the afternoon. Scientists say that the quake measured 7.8. Over 370,000 
people were injured in the huge quake. The quake destroyed hospitals and schools. 
It also destroyed the railroad.

 Answers

STORY 1 STORY 2 STORY 3

country? Colombia Iraq China

where	exactly? Tulua
Erbil area in the 
[north]

Sichuan province 
in the [southwest]

time? [10:48] a.m. 3:51 p.m. [2:28] p.m.

size	of	the	
quake? 5.2 4.8 7.8

number	of	
people	injured? over [200] 15 over [370,000]

picture? (B) (C) (A)
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Unit 20

 WORLD 

Pakistan Tests Missiles
Before you begin

Check the Key Vocabulary. If possible, ask students to look at these words at home 
before they come to class. As a warm-up exercise, you may choose to read these 
words aloud as a dictation test. Students listen and write the words down.

Scoring
First	Challenge: 20 points: 2 points for each correct answer, or 1 point for a 
correct word that is spelled incorrectly.
Second	Challenge: 10 points: 3 points for each correct match (3 x 3 = 9) plus 
1 bonus point for all correct.
Third	Challenge: 30 points: 3 points for each piece of information in the table 
(3 x 9 = 27) and 1 point for each correct picture (1 x 3 = 3).
Total: 60 points

Speaking Practice / Conversation in Third Challenge
Ask students to work in pairs. Using the information in the table, the students 
work together to write out a complete news story. They then take it in turns to read 
out the news story to each other—as if they were news anchors. Ask confident 
students to read out their stories to the whole class.

1 First Challenge
Listen to the news story. Fill in the missing words.

Yesterday [afternoon] Pakistan tested [two] nuclear missiles. India has [criticized] 
Pakistan for [launching] the missiles. Pakistani [officials] say the tests are 
[important] for the [country’s] defense. The Indian president says her country 
may [stop] all [trade] with Pakistan if the testing [continues].

2 Second Challenge
Listen to the three stories. Match the sentences in the table.

 1. Today Singapore launched its new F-35 fighter plane. British officials say 
that the money should have been spent on other projects.

 2. North Korea is building two nuclear power plants. Australian officials have 
criticized the project. It threatens peace in the area.

 3. Iran sent a new satellite into space last week. Both Israel and Iraq have 
criticized the project. They say it will spy on other countries.

 Answers

 1. d)    2.  a)    3.  c)
Extension: Ask the students to identify the various flags on the page: from 
upper left, Australia, France, Greenpeace, Iran, Iraq, Israel, North Korea, 
Singapore

3 Third Challenge
Listen to the three news stories. Complete the table.

Story	1
China has sent another satellite into space. The satellite was launched from central 
China at 10 o’clock last night. Indonesia has criticized the launch. Indonesia says 
that China does not need another satellite in space. China says that the satellite is 
for communications. Indonesia, however, thinks the satellite may spy on Asian 
countries.

Story	2
A Russian submarine accidentally fired a missile this morning. The missile was 
fired at 8:32 a.m. The Russian government apologized for the mistake. Norway, 
Sweden and Finland have criticized the Russian government. They say that it 
was a very serious mistake.

Story	3
Another space tourist is visiting the International Space Station. Billionaire 
Sunney Chan traveled on a Soyuz TMA-10 spacecraft. The Russian spacecraft 
was launched from Russia two days ago. Chan was born in Taiwan, but made 
his fortune developing software in California. Chan paid around $25 million 
for the journey. China has criticized the United States and Russia for allowing a 
Taiwanese astronaut on the International Space Station.
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 Answers

STORY 1 STORY 2 STORY 3

what	was	
launched? satellite missile

spacecraft (Soyuz 
TMA-10)

which	country	
launched	it? China Russia Russia

when	was	it	
launched? 10:00 last night [8:32 a.m.] today [two] days ago

who	criticized	
the	launch? Indonesia

Norway, [Sweden] 
and Finland

China

picture? (D) (C) (A)
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Breaking News is one of the titles in the Cubic	Listening series. The series 
consists of 12 supplementary listening books graded into four levels: intro, beginner, 

high beginner and pre-intermediate. Each level has three different titles.
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